Review of single-cell RNA-seq data clustering for cell-type identification and characterization
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ABSTRACT
In recent years, the advances in single-cell RNA-seq techniques have enabled us to perform large-scale transcriptomic profiling at single-cell resolution in a high-throughput manner. Unsupervised learning such as data clustering has become the central component to identify and characterize novel cell types and gene expression patterns. In this study, we review the existing single-cell RNA-seq data clustering methods with critical insights into the related advantages and limitations. In addition, we also review the upstream single-cell RNA-seq data processing techniques such as quality control, normalization, and dimension reduction. We conduct performance comparison experiments to evaluate several popular single-cell RNA-seq clustering approaches on simulated and multiple single-cell transcriptomic data sets.
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BACKGROUND
With the unabated progress in high-throughput sequencing technologies, single-cell RNA-seq has become a powerful approach to simultaneously measure cell-to-cell expression variability of thousands or even hundreds of thousands of genes (Shapiro et al. 2013; Grun et al. 2015) at single-cell resolution. Such high-throughput transcriptomic profiling can capture the gene transcriptional activities to reveal cell identities and functions (Patel et al. 2014; Kiselev et al. 2019) and discover cell types (Shalek et al. 2014; Xu and Su 2015; Zeisel et al. 2015) or even rare cell types (Grun et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2016a; Van Unen et al. 2017). Hence, one of the most common goals of those single-cell studies is to identify cell subpopulations under different contexts (Yang et al. 2017). The gene expression patterns of those subpopulations help us distinguish various cell types and functions, identifying different cell types.

Diverse computational approaches based on data clustering have emerged to interpret and understand single-cell RNA-seq data (Jiang et al. 2016a; Lin et al. 2017b; Yang et al. 2017; Wolf et al. 2018; Zheng et al. 2019). The advances in single-cell clustering have also initiated the development of multiple atlas projects such as the Mouse Cell Atlas (Han et al. 2018), Aging Drosophila Brain Atlas (Davie et al. 2018), and Human Cell Atlas (Rozenblatt-Rosen et al. 2017). However, several technical challenges are still involved in single-cell RNA-seq clustering. Low-quality cells (have very few genes or an aberrantly high gene count), amplification biases, and other confounding factors can affect the downstream clustering performance. In addition, given the whole transcriptome range of RNA-seq (the large number of genes assayed in scRNA-seq, that is, high dimensionality), the curse of dimensionality (distances between data points [that is, cells] become similar and not reliable for identifying cell groups) should be expected (Andrews and Hemberg 2018). Thus, data preprocessing steps including quality control, normalization, and dimensional reduction have become necessary before downstream interpretation. In addition, tissue heterogeneity can also affect the ability of single-cell RNA-seq clustering performance to detect rare cell types (Grun et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2016a; Van Unen et al. 2017).

In this study, we review the recently developed computational clustering approaches for understanding and interpreting single-cell RNA-seq data. We also review the upstream single-cell RNA-seq data preprocessing steps such as quality control, row/column normalization, and...
dimension reduction before clustering is performed. Four roughly classified categories of single-cell RNA-seq clustering methods and its applications are discussed in terms of strengths and limitations, including k-means clustering, hierarchical clustering, community-detection-based clustering, and density-based clustering. Figure 1 depicts the workflow of single-cell RNA-seq data clustering by data processing (quality control, normalization, and dimension reduction) and clustering methods. The strengths and limitations are discussed in the following sections to guide selection of different tools. In addition, we conduct several experiments on simulated and real single-cell RNA-seq data sets to evaluate and compare those clustering methods.

DATA PREPROCESSING

Given the technical variations and noises, data preprocessing is essential for unsupervised cluster analysis on single-cell RNA-seq data. Quality control is performed to remove the low-quality transcriptomic profile due to capture inefficiency; the single-cell RNA-seq reads should be normalized to remove any amplification bias, sample variation, and other technical confounding factors; and dimensional reduction is conducted to project the high-dimensional single-cell RNA-seq data into low-dimensional space. Those upstream steps could have substantial impacts on downstream tasks. Therefore, a myriad of tools has been developed to address the above issues.

Quality control

Low-quality cells or empty droplets will often have very few genes, and cell doublets may exhibit an aberrantly high gene count. Usually, the community filters cells that have gene counts over 2500 or less than 200 (Satija et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2016a). In addition, low-quality cells often exhibit extensive mitochondrial contamination, and then filter cells that have >5% mitochondrial counts will be filtered (Jiang et al. 2016b).

Scrublet (Wolock et al. 2019) provides guidance on parameter threshold selection while there is no rule of thumb included in DoubletFinder. DoubletFinder outperformed Scrublet in terms of detection accuracy that impacts on downstream analyses such as clustering, while it has no advantage in computational efficiency and stability.

SinQC integrates both gene expression patterns and sample sequencing library qualities to detect low-quality cells (Jiang et al. 2016b). Gene expression patterns are used to classify cells as either gene expression outliers assumed as poor quality or cells of the main population considered as good quality (Jiang et al. 2016b).

Normalization

Technical artifacts or experimental noise (e.g., batch effect, insufficient counts, and zero inflation) of high-throughput transcriptomic sequencing may result in differences in expression measurements between samples (e.g., cells) (Cole et al. 2019). Several studies have revealed that those obvious differences can have a large impact on clustering (Finak et al. 2015; Butler et al. 2018; Haghverdi et al. 2018). Therefore, normalization is essential for adjusting the differences in expression levels across different samples, replicates, or even batches. The state-of-the-art normalization methods have been developed for addressing those issues.

We review three kinds of normalization methods as follows: (i) Scaling methods. Lun et al. (2016) proposed a strategy to normalize single-cell RNA-seq data with zero counts. Census (Qiu et al. 2017b) converts conventional per-cell measures of relative expression values to transcript counts without the need for any spike-in standard or unique molecular identifiers, eliminating much of the apparent technical variability in single-cell experiments; (ii) regression-based methods. DESeq proposed by Anders and Huber (2010) adopts local regression to link the
variance and mean of negative binomial distribution over the observed counts, resulting in balanced differentially expressed genes. SCNorm (Bacher et al. 2017) uses quantile regression to estimate the dependence of transcript expression on sequencing depth and scale factors to provide normalized expression estimates; (iii) methods based on spike-in External RNA Controls Consortium (ERCC). Ding et al. (2015) presented a normalization tool to remove technical noise and compute the true gene expression levels based on spike-in ERCC. BASiCS (Vallejos et al. 2015) can identify and remove the high and low levels of technical noise (counts). In addition to the above methods, the very simple and commonly used method is to transform read counts using a logarithm with a pseudocount such as one (Xu and Su 2015; Lin et al. 2017b; Butler et al. 2018).

However, those normalization methods also suffer from limitations caused by diverse assumptions and experimental protocols. The scaling methods cannot account for individual batch effects; the regression-based methods are sensitive to batch effects; and ERCC-based methods are not suitable for endogenous and spiked-in transcripts (Risso et al. 2014; Vallejos et al. 2017; Cole et al. 2019). Sctransform proposed to utilize the Pearson residuals from regularized negative binomial regression as a covariate in a generalized linear model to remove the influence of technical characteristics while preserving biological heterogeneity (Hafemeister and Satija 2019). Notably, it does not include the pseudocount addition or log-transformation and has been integrated in Seurat.

**Dimension reduction**

Recent advances in single-cell RNA-seq have contributed to measuring large-scale expression data sets with hundreds of thousands of transcripts while it also brings both opportunities and challenges in data analysis. Such high-dimensional gene expression data is unprecedentedly rich and should be well-explored. However, the past clustering methods may be unable to process and interpret such large-scale data. Hence, it is necessary to project the high-dimensional data to a lower-dimensional space using dimension reduction that can improve and refine the clustering results. In this section, we review several commonly used dimension reduction methods including principal component analysis (PCA), t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) algorithm, Uniform Manifold Approximation and Projection (UMAP), deep learning models, and others. In a recent study, Sun et al. (2019) compared 18 different dimensionality reduction methods based on PCA, t-SNE, and UMAP, and evaluated the computational scalability.

**PCA**

PCA is a typical linear projection method that projects a set of possibly correlated variables into a set of linearly orthogonal variables (principal components). Due to its conceptual simplicity and efficiency, PCA has been widely used in single-cell RNA-seq processing (Shalek et al. 2014; Buettner et al. 2015; Usoskin et al. 2015; Jiang et al. 2016a; Zurauskiene and Yau 2016; Kiselev et al. 2017). Notably, SC3 (Kiselev et al. 2017) applied PCA to transform the distance matrices as the input of consensus clustering; Shalek et al. (2014) used PCA for single-cell RNA-seq data spanning several experimental conditions. In addition, some extended and improved PCA-based methods have been developed including pcaReduce (Zurauskiene and Yau 2016), which applied PCA iteratively to provide low-dimensional principal component representations; Usoskin et al. (2015) proposed an unbiased iterative PCA-based process to identify distinct large-scale expression data patterns. However, PCA cannot capture the nonlinear relationships between cells because of the high levels of dropout and noise (Kiselev et al. 2019).

**t-SNE**

t-SNE is the most commonly used nonlinear dimension reduction method which can uncover the relationships between cells. t-SNE converts data point similarity into probability and minimizes Kullback–Leibler divergence by gradient descent until convergence. In single-cell RNA-seq data analysis, t-SNE has become a cornerstone of dimension reduction and visualization for high-dimensional single-cell RNA-seq data (Zeisel et al. 2015; Ntranos et al. 2016; Prabhakaran et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2017b; Butler et al. 2018; Haghverdi et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2018; Linderman et al. 2019). Especially, Linderman et al. (2019) developed a fast interpolation-based t-SNE that dramatically accelerates the processing and visualization of rare cell populations for large data sets. Nonetheless, t-SNE also involves several limitations. First, t-SNE tends to get stuck in local optima since its loss function is nonconvex. Second, t-SNE requires hyperparameter tuning that may lead to unwanted results. Third, t-SNE is nonconvex, namely, different runs with the same hyperparameters may produce different results.

**UMAP**

UMAP (McInnes et al. 2018) is a widely used technique for dimension reduction. UMAP provides increased speed and better preservation of data global structure for high dimensional data sets. It has been verified that it outperforms t-SNE (Becht et al. 2019), since t-SNE suffers from limitations such as loss of large-scale information (the inter-cluster relationships), slow computation time and inability to meaningfully represent very large data sets. UMAP preserves as much of the local and more of the global data structure, with a shorter running time.
Deep learning models

In recent years, deep learning models (neural networks and variational auto-encoders) have shown superior performance in interpenetrating complex high-dimensional data. SCNN (Lin et al. 2017a) tested various neural network architectures and incorporated prior biological knowledge to obtain the reduced dimension representation of single-cell expression data. SCVIS (Ding et al. 2018) and VASC (Wang and Gu 2018) are both based on variational auto-encoders, which can capture nonlinear relationships between cells and visualize the low-dimensional embedding in single-cell gene expression data. Up to now, those methods demonstrated superior ability of interpretation and compatibility on high-dimensional single-cell RNA-seq data.

Other methods

In addition, there are also other dimensional reduction methods such as CIDR (Lin et al. 2017b) applied principal coordinate analysis, which preserves the distance information in low-dimension space from its high-dimension space. Seurat (Butler et al. 2018) is a toolkit for analysis of single-cell RNA sequencing data and provides many dimension reduction methods such as PCA and t-SNE.

CLUSTERING METHODS FOR SINGLE-CELL RNA-SEQ

Diverse types of clustering methods have been developed for detecting cell types from single-cell RNA-seq data. Those methods can be roughly classified into four categories, including k-means clustering, hierarchical clustering, community-detection-based clustering, and density-based clustering. We review several computational applications of those clustering methods with their strengths and limitations. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the overview of the state-of-the-art clustering methods on single-cell RNA-seq data. Table 1 summarizes the state-of-the-art clustering methods with its types (k-means, hierarchical, spectral, louvain, and density-based), strengths, and limitations. Table 2 summarizes the state-of-the-art clustering methods with complexity, automatic determination of clusters, scalability, and detection of rare clusters.

### k-means clustering

K-means clustering is the most popular clustering approach, which iteratively finds a predefined number of k cluster centers (centroids) by minimizing the sum of the squared Euclidean distance between each cell and its closest centroid. In addition, it is suitable for large data sets since it can scale linearly with the number of data points (Lloyd 1982).

Several clustering tools based on k-means have been developed for interpreting single-cell RNA-seq data. SAIC (Yang et al. 2017) utilizes an iterative k-means clustering to identify the optimal subset of signature genes that separate single cells into distinct clusters. pcaReduce (Zurauskiene and Yau 2016) is a hierarchical clustering method while it relies on k-means results as the initial clusters. RaceID (Grun et al. 2015) applies k-means to unravel the heterogeneity of rare intestinal cell types (Tibshirani et al. 2001).

However, k-means clustering is a greedy algorithm that may fail to find its global optimum; the predefined number of clusters k can affect the clustering results; and another disadvantage is its sensitivity to outliers since it tends to identify globular clusters, resulting in failures in detecting of rare cell types.

To overcome the above drawbacks, SC3 (Kiselev et al. 2017) integrated individual k-means clustering results and limitations. Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the overview of the state-of-the-art clustering methods on single-cell RNA-seq data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAIC</td>
<td>k-means</td>
<td>Low complexity; scalable to large data</td>
<td>Sensitive to outliers; no estimation of number of clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaceID</td>
<td>k-means</td>
<td>Sensitive to rare cell types; estimation of number of clusters</td>
<td>Not suitable for rare cell types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcaReduce</td>
<td>k-means/hierarchical</td>
<td>Hierarchy solutions</td>
<td>Not stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3</td>
<td>k-means/hierarchical</td>
<td>High accuracy; estimation of number of clusters</td>
<td>High complexity; not scalable to large data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIDR</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Sensitive to dropout</td>
<td>High complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BackSPIN</td>
<td>Hierarchical</td>
<td>Simultaneously cluster genes and cells</td>
<td>High complexity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMLR</td>
<td>Spectral</td>
<td>Suitable for data with heterogeneity and noise</td>
<td>Not scalable to large data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SinNLRR</td>
<td>Spectral</td>
<td>Suitable for noise data</td>
<td>No estimation of number of clusters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCANPY</td>
<td>Louvain</td>
<td>Low complexity; scalable to large data</td>
<td>May not find small community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seurat</td>
<td>Louvain</td>
<td>Low complexity; scalable to large data</td>
<td>May not find small community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GiniClust</td>
<td>Density-based</td>
<td>Available for detection of rare cell types</td>
<td>Not sensitive to large clusters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hierarchical clustering

Hierarchical clustering is another widely used clustering algorithm on single-cell RNA-seq data. There are two types of hierarchical strategies, including: (i) agglomerative clustering, in which the individual cells are progressively merged into clusters according to distance measures; (ii) divisive clustering, in which each cluster is split into small groups recursively. These two strategies build a hierarchical structure among the cells/genes and enable the improvement in finding rare cell types as small clusters. Hierarchical clustering does not require predetermining the number of clusters and making assumptions for the distributions of single-cell RNA-seq data. Hence, many single-cell RNA-seq clustering methods have adopted it as part of the computational component.

CIDR (Lin et al. 2017)b integrates both dimension reduction and clustering based on hierarchical clustering into single-cell RNA-seq analysis and uses implicit imputation process for dropout effects; it provides a stable estimation of pairwise cell distances. BackSPIN (Zeisel et al. 2015) developed a biclustering method based on divisive hierarchical clustering and sorting points into neighborhoods (SPIN) (Tsafrir et al. 2005) to simultaneously cluster genes and cells. The number of splits needs to be set manually in BackSPIN. Although intensive splits can improve the clustering resolution, it is prone to over-partition.

Community-detection-based clustering

Given the limitations of k-means and hierarchical clustering methods in large-scale data sets, community-detection-based clustering has been increasingly popular recently. Community detection is crucial in sociology, biology, and other systems that can be represented as graphs with nodes and edges. For single-cell RNA-seq data, nodes refer to cells and edge weights are represented by cell–cell pairwise distances. The idea of graph-based clustering is to delete the branch with maximum weights (cell–cell pairwise distances) in a dense graph (cell relationship network). There are three commonly used approaches for community-detection-based (graph-based) clustering including clique algorithm, spectral clustering, and Louvain algorithm (Blondel et al. 2008).

A clique is a set of points fully connected to each other in a graph and represents a cluster (community). Although finding cliques in a graph is NP-complete (NP-complete denotes a nondeterministic Turing machine accepted in polynomial time complete; a problem is NP-complete if answers can be verified quickly), some studies have been conducted to address it, such as heuristic optimization. SNN-Clip (Xu and Su 2015) was proposed to leverage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Automatic determination of clusters</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>Detection of rare clusters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAIC</td>
<td>O(N^2 K K T)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaceID</td>
<td>O(N^2 K T)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pcReduce</td>
<td>O(N^2 K T)/O(N^2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC3</td>
<td>O(N^2 K T)/O(N^2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIDR</td>
<td>O(N^2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BackSPIN</td>
<td>O(N^2)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMLR</td>
<td>O(N^2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SinNLRR</td>
<td>O(N^2)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCANPY</td>
<td>O(Nlog(N))</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seurat</td>
<td>O(Nlog(N))</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GiniClust</td>
<td>O(Nlog(N))</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the concept of shared nearest neighbor to calculate cell similarity (Zhang et al. 2009) for finding all quasi-cliques since the shared nearest neighbor graph is sparse. SNN-Clip does not require specifying the number of clusters manually but it is not scalable and the resultant clusters are not stable.

Spectral clustering is a widely used clustering method recently. It is designed to be adaptive to data distribution by relying on the eigenvalues of the cell similarity matrix. Nonetheless, the spectral clustering's time complexity is \(O(N^3)\). SIMLR (Wang et al. 2017) is an analytic framework for dimension reduction, clustering, and visualization of single-cell RNA-seq data. It is a method specifically designed for single-cell RNA-seq. SIMLR combines spectral clustering with multiple kernel similarity measures for clustering expression data generated from cross-platform and cross-condition experiments. In addition, SIMLR has an advantage in processing large-scale data sets with heavy noise (large meaningless data often causes the algorithm to miss patterns in data). SinNLR (Zheng et al. 2019) was proposed to impose a nonnegative and low rank structure on the cell similarity matrix and then apply spectral clustering to detect cell types. However, the spectral clustering requires users to set the number of clusters in the data.

Louvain (Blondel et al. 2008) is the most popular community detection algorithm and widely used for single-cell RNA-seq data. It recursively merges communities into a single node and executes the modularity clustering on the condensed graphs. The time complexity of Louvain is \(O(N \log(N))\), which is lower than other community-detection-based algorithms. SCANPY (Wolf et al. 2018) is a scalable toolkit for single-cell RNA-seq analysis and its clustering section is based on the Louvain algorithm. SCANPY has advantages in scaling its computation with the number of cells (over one million). Seurat (Satija et al. 2015) also applied the Louvain algorithm to cluster the cell types for the mapping of cellular localization.

Leiden (Traag et al. 2019) is an improvement of the Louvain algorithm. Louvain has three limitations: (i) there are limits to the precision of community division; (ii) the density of node distribution within a grouping will affect the identification of subpopulations; and (iii) badly connected communities. Leiden addresses the above important shortcomings, is faster to find better partitions and provides explicit guarantees and bounds. Leiden has been implemented in Seurat, Scanpy, and Monocle since it was proposed in 2020.

Density-based clustering

Density-based clustering methods separate data space into highly dense clusters. It can learn clusters with arbitrary shapes and identify noise (outliers). The most popular density-based clustering algorithm is DBSCAN (Ester et al. 1996). DBSCAN does not need to predetermine the number of clusters and its time complexity is \(O(N \log(N))\). However, DBSCAN requires the user to set two parameters including \(\epsilon\) (eps) and the minimum number of points required to form a dense region (minPts) (Ester et al. 1996) that will affect its clustering results. Jiang et al. (2016a) developed GiniClust, detecting rare cell types from single-cell gene expression data, and its clustering method is based on DBSCAN. GiniClust is effective in finding rare cell types since it can be adaptively adjusted to set a lower \(\epsilon\). However, such a design may lead to unreasonable large cell clusters. Monocle2 (Qiu et al. 2017a) also applied density peak clustering to identify the differentially expressed genes between cells.

Deep learning–based clustering

Recently, a few deep learning–based methods have been developed to deal with the clustering problem. DESC (Li et al. 2020) projected the high-dimensional scRNA-seq data into a low-dimensional level by autoencoder (an unsupervised learning technique in which we leverage neural networks for the task of representation learning) and conducted an iterative soft-clustering procedure to reduce the influence of batch effect. However, the DESC is designed for the batch correction since the objective of a soft-clustering procedure is to move each cell from two batch data sets to its nearest cluster. scziDesk (Chen et al. 2020) proposed to use a denoising autoencoder to characterize scRNA-seq data and then build a soft self-training k-means algorithm to cluster the cell population. scVAE (Gronbech et al. 2020) is based on variational autoencoders and could achieve better clustering and representation of the cells from both scRNA-seq and bulk data.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS FOR CLUSTERING METHODS

In this section, we conduct independent experiments to evaluate several widely used single-cell RNA-seq clustering methods. These clustering methods contain RaceID3 (Herman and Grun 2018), Monocle2 (Qiu et al. 2017a), SIMLR (Wang et al. 2017), Seurat (Satija et al. 2015), SC3 (Kiselev et al. 2017), and CIDR (Lin et al. 2017b). We applied six single-cell RNA-seq clustering methods on four simulated single-cell RNA-seq data sets with different numbers of cells, 2k, 8k, 12k, and 100k, and five public single-cell RNA-seq data sets (GSE6552, GSE74672, SCP345, SCP916, and GSE162086 with cell type annotations). For evaluation and comparison, we introduce three commonly used metrics including adjusted Rand index, running time, and homogeneity score to measure the clustering performance and efficiency, respectively. Source code implemented in R programming language and raw data for all figures can be found at https://github.com/Alexzsx/Single-cell-RNA-seq-Clustering.
The parameter settings of the cluster methods on both data sets are tabulated in Supplemental Table S1. We fed all genes into each clustering method (package). Some of the processing steps have been implicitly incorporated into the clustering methods. The number of PC features were chosen based on the default setting given by individual methods. In particular, we would like to note that most parameters were chosen based on the default setting given by individual methods. Some of the processing steps have been implicitly incorporated into the clustering methods. RaceID3 filters the low-quality cells/genes for the purpose of quality control. Monocle2 provides a scaling-based normalization method and many dimension reduction methods (e.g., t-SNE and PCA). SIMLR provides impute function, normalization, and dimension reduction (t-SNE). Seurat filters the low-quality cells/genes, normalizes the expression values by “LogNormalize,” removes cells with high proportion of mitochondrial gene expression, as well as some extremely small cells, and runs PCA for dimension reduction. SC3 filters the underexpressed and overexpressed genes and conducts PCA on cell–cell distances. CIDR integrates PCA for dimension reduction.

Evaluation metrics for clustering

Since the single-cell RNA-seq clustering is an unsupervised learning task in most studies, three common metrics, adjusted Rand index, running time, and homogeneity score, are introduced for the evaluation.

The adjusted Rand index (ARI) proposed by Hubert and Arabie (1985) can be used to measure the similarity between the clustering results of interest and the true clustering. However, ARI is widely applied as the metric of single-cell RNA-seq clustering only when the cell labels are available (Xu and Su 2015; Ntranos et al. 2016; Aibar et al. 2017; Kiselev et al. 2017; Lin et al. 2017b). Given a set of n cells and two clusters \( X = \{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_s\} \) partitioned by the clustering method, and \( Y = \{y_1, y_2, \ldots, y_r\} \) partitioned by annotated cell types of these cells, the overlap between the two clusters can be summarized in a contingency table with \( s \) rows and \( r \) columns. The ARI is defined as below.

\[
ARI = \frac{\sum_{ij} \left( \frac{n_{ij}}{2} - \left( \frac{\sum_{i} a_i}{2} \right) \left( \frac{\sum_{j} b_j}{2} \right) \right)}{\frac{1}{2} \left( \sum_{i} \frac{a_i}{2} + \sum_{j} \frac{b_j}{2} \right) - \left( \frac{\sum_{i} a_i}{2} \right) \left( \frac{\sum_{j} b_j}{2} \right)}
\]  

(1)

where \( n_{ij} = |X_i \cap Y_j| \) denotes the values from the contingency table; \( a_i = \sum_j n_{ij} \) and \( b_j = \sum_i n_{ij} \) represent the \( i \)th row sums and \( j \)th column sums of the contingency table, respectively. \( ARI = 1 \) indicates a perfect overlap between clusters \( X \) and \( Y \), while \( ARI = 0 \) indicates random clustering.

The homogeneity score (Rosenberg and Hirschberg 2007) evaluates the performance of clustering results with regard to the ground truth. It is defined as:

\[
\text{Homogeneity} = \frac{I(X, Y)}{H(Y)}
\]

(2)

where \( H(Y) \) is the entropy of \( Y \) and \( I(X, Y) \) is the mutual information of \( X \) and \( Y \). It is bounded between 0 and 1. \( \text{Homogeneity} = 1 \) indicates all of its clusters contain only data points from a single class, while low values indicate that clusters contain mixed known groups.

In addition, running time is usually measured to evaluate the algorithm efficiency. High efficiency is an important feature since the single-cell RNA-seq data usually come up with thousands of cells and genes.

Performance on simulated single-cell RNA-seq data sets

In simulated single-cell RNA-seq data sets, there are four data sets with different numbers of cells: 2k, 8k, 12k, and 100k. We set the number of genes as 10k for all data sets. In addition, there are four cell types in each data set. Figure 2 shows the ARI, homogeneity scores, and running time of RaceID3, Monocle2, SIMLR, Seurat, SC3, and CIDR on simulated data sets for performance comparison. The results show that CIDR, RaceID3, and SC3 exhibit the best ARI (=1) and homogeneity (close to 1) performance among the six methods on small data sets (below 10k), while SC3 took more time on 2k cells, and all these three methods took over 18 min on 8k cells. When the cell number increased to 12k, CIDR and SC3 still maintained their advantages on three metrics and RaceID3 came to a time-consuming method with 9.17 h. However, when the cell number exceeds 100k, only SC3 and Seurat can still run successfully, and SC3 still performs best with ARI (=1), homogeneity (=0.999), and running time (21.78 min). Hence, the results show that RaceID3, CIDR, Monocle2, and SIMLR are not suitable for large data. SC3, SIMLR, and Monocle2 cannot provide an accurate estimation of the cluster count and has to be determined manually. Seurat, Monocle2, and RaceID3 require the user to adjust multiple parameters to achieve the best clustering performance, which limits user friendliness.

Performance on real single-cell RNA-seq data sets

In this section, we performed comparison experiments to evaluate the performances of those single-cell RNA-seq clustering methods on five publicly available data sets. Those data sets are from Mouse embryo stem (GSE65525; 2717 cells) (Klein et al. 2015), Mouse brain (GSE74672; 2881 cells) (Romanov et al. 2016), Human blood (SCP345; 13316 cells) (Tran et al. 2021), Mouse tissues (SCP916; 12648 cells) (Sanderson et al. 2020), and Human T Cell (GSE162086; 104417 cells) (Bacher et al. 2020). Supplemental Table S2 summarizes the statistics of the above five single-cell RNA-seq data sets with varying
degrees of number of genes, number of cells (varying from 2k to 100k), and number of cell types.

Figure 3 deploys the ARI, homogeneity scores, and running time of RaceID3, Monocle2, SIMLR, Seurat, SC3, and CIDR on GSE65525, GSE74672, SCP345, SCP916, and GSE162086 for performance comparison. In the Mouse embryo stem data set (GSE65525), SC3 obtained an ARI of 1 and homogeneity score of 1 and can correctly identify all cells for each cell type. Monocle2 was the fastest with a running time of 42.52 sec. In the Mouse brain data set (GSE74672), RaceID3 and SC3 outperformed the other clustering methods across the ARI, homogeneity, and running time. SIMLR still took the longest running time. When the number of cells is increased over ten thousand, RaceID3 achieved the best clustering performance on ARI (=0.757) and homogeneity scores (0.759) in Human blood (SCP345; 13316 cells). Seurat was the best efficient clustering method, while its clustering performance was far behind RaceID3 and SC3.

The fourth column from Figure 3 shows the comparison results of clustering methods on Mouse tissues (SCP916; 12648 cells). Although Seurat outperformed other methods in all metrics (ARI, homogeneity scores, and running time), the clustering performance is not good (ARI = 0.122, Homogeneity = 0.304) except for the running time. When the number of cells exceeds 100k, only Seurat could run successfully, but clustering performance is very bad. The experimental results from these five real data sets show that RaceID3, SC3, and Seurat usually have better clustering accuracy in small data sets while Seurat is scalable to larger single-cell RNA-seq data sets. Seurat was the fastest across all single-cell RNA-seq data sets except GSE65525. The visualization results are directly obtained from t-SNE. Figure 4 shows that SIMLR and Seurat perform well in GSE65525. Results from Supplemental Figure S1 show that all methods result in different degrees of undesirable overlap between clusters in GSE74672. When the cell numbers and cell types increase,
most clustering methods did not cluster the correct cell types as shown in Supplemental Figure S2.

We conducted an evaluation of rare cell population identification across all five clustering methods on the mouse brain data set (GSE74672). The mouse brain data set contains six cell types including two rare cell types (of 48 microglia cells and 71 vsm cells, respectively) (Fig. 5). Seurat could identify almost both rare cell clusters distinguished from other cell clusters, and only a very few cells were clustered into other clusters (Seurat in Fig. 5). However, the rest of the evaluated clustering methods cannot resolve the rare cell clusters well, such as both RaceID3 and SIMLR, which merged most two rare cells into one group (i.e., Cluster 4 in RaceID3 and Cluster 8 in SIMLR, respectively). Note that RaceID3 is specifically developed for rare cell identification but still does not perform well. CIDR and SC3 split both common and rare cell clusters into smaller subclusters (Fig. 5). It is suggested that Seurat is qualified for rare cell-specific detection in the case of large single-cell RNA-seq data sets.

Data normalization performance on two single-cell RNA-seq data sets

The focus of this section is to compare three representative single-cell specific data normalization methods reviewed in the section “Normalization.” Of these, SCnorm (Bacher et al. 2017), scran (Lun et al. 2016), and Seurat (Satija et al. 2015) are defined and applied according to their respective packages. We evaluate the data normalization methods on two publicly available single-cell RNA-seq data sets, namely mouse embryo stem (GSE65525; 2717 cells), containing four groups of cells and Mouse embryonic data (GSE29087; 92 cells), containing two groups of cells. In addition, GSE29087 has eight spike-in genes. All methods were performed using the default settings of their respective R packages.

The normalization results are displayed in Supplemental Figure S3 by the t-SNE visualization. For Mouse embryonic data (GSE29087; 92 cells), Seurat presents the clearest division between the two cell types. SCnorm misclassified several points, while scran seemingly divided the data points into three groups. All normalization methods showed noticeable improvement over the raw data. For Mouse embryo stem (GSE65525; 2717 cells), Seurat divided the 2717 cells into three groups with a mixed cell type of d2 and d3. However, it could be clustered into four real cell types when applied to the clustering step as shown in Figure 4. scran is unable to separate those four cell types and there is no difference between raw data and scran results. SCnorm could not be executed on GSE65525 since it exceeded thousands of cells.
FIGURE 4. Visualization of clustering performance on mouse embryonic stem single-cell RNA-seq large-scale data set (GSE65525) by SIMLR (Wang et al. 2017), RacelD3 (Herman and Grun 2018), Seurat (Satija et al. 2015), CIDR (Lin et al. 2017b), and Monocle2 (Qiu et al. 2017a).

FIGURE 5. Visualization of identification performance of rare cell populations on mouse brain data set (GSE74672) by RacelD3 (Herman and Grun 2018), Monocle2 (Qiu et al. 2017a), SIMLR (Wang et al. 2017), Seurat (Satija et al. 2015), SC3 (Kiselev et al. 2017), and CIDR (Lin et al. 2017b).
According to the evaluation results, we recommend Seurat as the first choice for single-cell RNA-seq data normalization, since it is scalable to varying data sizes and effective. SCnorm and scran are also sound options on smaller single-cell RNA-seq data sets.

CONCLUSIONS

Single-cell RNA-seq data analysis is a crucial component in whole-transcriptome studies. In particular, data clustering is the central component of single-cell RNA-seq analysis. Clustering results can affect the performance of downstream analysis including identifying rare or new cell types, gene expression patterns that are predictive of cellular states, and functional implications of stochastic transcription. There are several related studies for the performance evaluation of clustering methods on single-cell RNA-seq data (Duo et al. 2018; Freytag et al. 2018). Those studies focused on assessing the methods for clustering single-cell RNA-seq data, while the data preprocessing steps may not be included in the respective discussion section, although it could have significantly influenced the downstream clustering performance. Therefore, in this study, we reviewed several clustering methods. In addition, the upstream RNA-seq data preprocessing steps have also been reviewed since those steps can significantly affect the downstream clustering performance. Lastly, our performance comparison experiments have also been conducted, revealing independent insights into the state-of-the-art methods without any conflict of interest.

Quality control ensures that the data quality is sufficient for downstream analysis. Most clustering packages evaluated in this study have included quality control steps such as Seurat, CIDR, and RaceID3. Those basic quality control steps are sufficient to find outlier peaks in the number of genes, the count depth, and the fraction of mitochondrial reads. We recommend leveraging Seurat, CIDR, and RaceID3 directly. According to our evaluation results, we recommend Seurat as the first choice since its simplicity performs very well on both small and large single-cell RNA-seq data sets. According to the experimental evaluation for the clustering methods, we recommend the SC3 and RaceID3 methods as the first choice for single-cell RNA-seq clustering. SC3 and RaceID3 usually have better clustering accuracy and are scalable to small single-cell RNA-seq data sets. When the cell numbers increase, we recommend Seurat as the first choice for single-cell RNA-seq clustering.

However, each clustering method has its drawbacks. For instance, k-means clustering requires users to determine the number of clusters and is sensitive to outliers; hierarchical clustering has high complexity and may be unsuitable for large-scale single-cell RNA-seq data; community-detection-based clustering cannot provide the estimation of the number of clusters and is unsuitable for small communities; and density-based clustering has advantages in detecting rare cell types with a sacrifice on large cluster performance.

In addition to those limitations, there are still some technical challenges in single-cell RNA-seq clustering. With the advanced development of single-cell RNA-seq techniques, the single-cell data sets are becoming extremely high-dimensional and sparse. Although some methods can deal with those data in a time span of hours, such as SIMLR, visualization of those data is still a challenge. Moreover, the low dimensionality of expression profiles implies intensive gene coexpression signatures that may inspire us to develop new clustering methods for low-dimensional data to interpret cell types (Crow and Gillis 2018). Advanced data integration and analysis approaches are needed for both basic research and clinical studies in the coming years.

Finally, with the advanced development of multimomics integration, extra single-cell omics (such as epigenomic, spatial, and proteomics) information has enriched the single-cell data and benefited the accuracy of clustering. However, the current clustering methods may not be scalable to the integrated data sets. New clustering methods for single-cell integration data are expected in the future.

DATA DEPOSITION

Source code implemented in R programming language and data sets can be found at https://github.com/Alexzsx/Single-cell-RNA-seq-Clustering.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

Supplemental material is available for this article.
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